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Background
The ethics of artificial intelligence and the interest around it is growing, but to expect all AI creating
stakeholders to comply with such expectations, researchers have to first understand their
meaning, and how to implement them practically. The presented proposal touches three (3)
sectors of interest: (1) Autonomous Driving, (2) Earth Observation, and (3) Social Robotics. Each
have a different representation in society, which makes populations more or less aware of the
risks and opportunities attached to the individual fields.

Expected goals
Drawing upon scientific and journalistic literature, the studies proposed here aim at understanding
how each field’s researchers perceive AI ethics, and implement it or not within their research
scope. Additionally, for master students, an interview design will allow to understand experts’
opinions on the topic. The population to interview will be researchers from public academic and
research institutions working in the field chosen as a focus by the student.

Research Questions
•
•
•

How is AI Ethics understood and implemented by AI researchers in specific fields?
What are the main issues and concerns encountered by researchers impeding
implementation of ethical principles in their work?
How could AI Ethics be made more intelligible and applicable for such researchers?
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